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"Romance is the privilege of the rich, not the profession of the unemployed." Hughie, a
charming young man with no money, wants to marry a girl named Laura. But Laura’s father is
concerned with Hughie’s lack of wealth and tells him he can only have his daughter if he
comes up with 10,000 pounds. Defeated, Hughie visits his artist friend, who in painting a
portrait of a beggar. Meeting the beggar outside, Hughie gives him some money. What he
doesn’t know is that the man isn’t a beggar at all but a wealthy baron, and Hughie’s
generosity might just be the thing to change his life. The Model Millionaire is a charming and
funny little story, similar in setting to The Picture of Dorian Gray, but far more optimistic. A
delightful read. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright, novelist, essayist, and poet,
famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’ and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a
couple. He was believed to be a homosexual and met a lot of resistance in his life on that
account. He died in Paris at the age of 46.
The Happy Prince and Other Tales was written by Victorian author Oscar Wilde and illustrated
by Walter Crane and Jacomb Hood.?
The adventures of sixteen-year-old David Balfour, an orphan, who after being kidnapped by his
villainous uncle manages to escape and becomes involved in the struggle of the Scottish
highlanders against English rule.
The story of the Phantom of the Opera, a half-crazed musician hiding in the labyrinth of the
famous Paris Opera House and creating a number of strange and mysterious events to further
the career of a beautiful young singer, is today regarded as one of the most famous of all
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horror stories: widely mentioned in the same breath as Frankenstein and Dracula. Yet the fame
of this novel is based almost entirely on the various film versions, while the original book has
been largely ignored and is rarely in print. An Accelerated Reader® Title
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Violent crime suddenly becomes personal for New York private investigator, Nathan Marley. A
relative of Stella Delgado, Marley's assistant, is arrested for a brutal murder, and unidentified
bodies are washed up on a beach. Marley's search for the truth takes him to the Russian
American community where he finds a wall of silence. Behind the wall, there is trade in illegal
immigration and a lot of dirty money.
This early work by H. H. Munro was originally published in 1910 and we are now republishing it
with a brand new introductory biography. 'Gabriel-Ernest' is a short story about a were-wolf
named Gabriel and his terrible deed. Hector Hugh Munro was born in Akyab, Burma in 1870.
He was raised by aunts in North Devon, England, before returning to Burma in his early
twenties to join the Colonial Burmese Military Police. Later, Munro returned once more to
England, where he embarked on his career as a journalist, becoming well-known for his
satirical ‘Alice in Westminster’ political sketches, which appeared in the Westminster Gazette.
Arguably better-remembered by his pen name, ‘Saki’, Munro is now considered a master of
the short story, with tales such as ‘The Open Window’ regarded as examples of the form at its
finest.
The Invisible Man is a science fiction novella. The Invisible Man of the title is Griffin, a scientist
who has devoted himself to research into optics and invents a way to change a body's
refractive index to that of air so that it absorbs and reflects no light and thus becomes invisible.
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He successfully carries out this procedure on himself, but fails in his attempt to reverse the
procedure. Herbert George Wells (1866 – 1946), known as H. G. Wells, was a prolific English
writer in many genres, including the novel, history, politics, and social commentary, and
textbooks and rules for war games.

'All power to Gretel and Tamasha and Tokoyo and Chandra and Sea Girl and
Gerda! They come from different countries and traditions but they're all such
marvellous spirited girls I wish each one could be my best friend' - Jacqueline
Wilson Girls can save the day too, and they always have . . . Join six
adventurous girls from around the world as they use their wits, courage and
strength to overcome the odds in this colourful, illustrated collection of Ladybird
Tales. Gretel and Hansel Tamasha and the Troll Tokoyo and the Sea Serpent
Chandra and the Elephants Sea Girl and the Golden Key The Snow Queen
Perfect for bedtime, to read aloud or enjoy alone, these empowering tales show
that girls can be the heroes of any story. Includes a special Introduction from
award-winning author Jacqueline Wilson.
Shorter Prose Pieces is a collection of lectures and quotes by Oscar Wilde, in
which he talks about various topics and themes. In Slaves of Fashion, Wilde
criticizes the evils of corsetry, and in Woman's Dress, he advises women to
suspend the weight and reduce the number of layers of clothing and make it
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more hygienic. He advises them to wear more antique dresses. Other pieces
such as Costume, Phrases, and Philosophies for the Use of the Young and The
American Invasion are also included in the volume.
This collection of short “mystery” stories by Oscar Wilde was originally published
in 1891 and was his second published collection of stories. This edition follows
the 1907 edition, which was published after his death and added “The Portrait of
Mr. W. H.,” a story first published in 1899. Written around the same time as The
Picture of Dorian Gray and before he turned his hand to playwriting, these stories
showcase the quintessential Wilde: dark irony combined with an incisive
dissection of Victorian society, with just a hint of the supernatural added to
amuse and engage his Victorian audience. This book is part of the Standard
Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
'The only weapon effective against State force is the intellectual power of the
citizens'. In this first translation of his bestseller in the Spanish-speaking world,
Dr. Machado advances the fundamental tenets for humane socialism in the
developing Third World. The colossal technological dominance by the developed
nations must be faced by a strong and ringing claim to the educational
emancipation which opposes totalitarianism and technocracy alike. 'No one is
born civilised or primitive. The difference...is educational' - with this opening salvo
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Dr. Machado starts his demolition of the passive notions of 'natural intelligence'
and 'natural superiority' which smooth the totalitarian path
Lord Arthur Savile, about to be married to a sweetly innocent maiden, learns to
his horror that a psychic can see a crime of violence in his palm. The clairvoyant
tells Saville that before he can marry his beloved, he must murder a distant
relative. What follows is a hilarious account of Lord Saville's various failed
attempts through poison, explosives and more to do the terrible deed. After the
last frustrating attempt he decides he rather murder the psychic instead!
#1 New York Times bestselling author! In Rainbow Rowell's Fangirl, Cath is a
Simon Snow fan. Okay, the whole world is a Simon Snow fan, but for Cath, being
a fan is her life-and she's really good at it. She and her twin sister, Wren,
ensconced themselves in the Simon Snow series when they were just kids; it's
what got them through their mother leaving. Reading. Rereading. Hanging out in
Simon Snow forums, writing Simon Snow fan fiction, dressing up like the
characters for every movie premiere. Cath's sister has mostly grown away from
fandom, but Cath can't let go. She doesn't want to. Now that they're going to
college, Wren has told Cath she doesn't want to be roommates. Cath is on her
own, completely outside of her comfort zone. She's got a surly roommate with a
charming, always-around boyfriend, a fiction-writing professor who thinks fan
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fiction is the end of the civilized world, a handsome classmate who only wants to
talk about words . . . And she can't stop worrying about her dad, who's loving and
fragile and has never really been alone. For Cath, the question is: Can she do
this? Can she make it without Wren holding her hand? Is she ready to start living
her own life? And does she even want to move on if it means leaving Simon
Snow behind? A New York Times Book Review Notable Children's Book of 2013
A New York Times Best Seller!
Carl and Linda buy a house by the sea for weekends, but one weekend she does
not arrive. And who is the taxi driver that follows Carl? And how much do the
people in the village really know?
An amusing chronicle of the tribulations of the Ghost of Canterville Chase when
his ancestral halls became the home of the American Minister to the Court of St.
James.
Suitable for young learners Word count 6,100 Bestseller
The extraordinary and wonderful adventures which befall Phileas Fogg and his servant
Passepartout when they set out to win a bet by going round the world in eighty days.
Follows the journey of a sun-baked, shirtless man as he walks without seeing through
the shifting desert sands.
Strange, wondrous things happen in these two short stories, which are both the perfect
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introduction to Gabriel García Márquez, and a wonderful read for anyone who loves the
magic and marvels of his novels.After days of rain, a couple find an old man with huge
wings in their courtyard in 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' - but is he an angel?
Accompanying 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' is the short story 'The Sea of
Lost Time', in which a seaside town is brought back to life by a curious smell of roses.
The Canterville GhostFV Éditions
When Tona’s husband dies at sea she is left alone to fend for both herself and her
sons. She opens a tavern and attempts to live a normal life, even finding another
handsome man to fall in love with. It seems that for Tona, however, it never just rains,
but pours. She is soon faced with yet another cruel disappointment. ‘Mayflower’ and
its vivid descriptions tell the tale of one woman’s misfortune, her courage, and the
strength of the human spirit. One of Vicente Blasco Ibáñez’s most famous novels for a
reason, the true-to-life nature of his writing reflect his own experiences with a life of
hardships. Vicente Blasco Ibáñez (1867 - 1928) was born in Valencia, Spain. Despite
being best known for his work as a novelist, he was also a respected journalist and
politician. He reflects his own experiences moving in these circles through his work, as
his characters often seem to fall victim to less than favorable social and environmental
conditions. Among his most important works are "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse", "Our Sea", "La Bodega", and "Mayflower".
Oscar Wilde had one of literary history's most explosive love affairs with Lord Alfred
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"Bosie" Douglas. In 1895, Bosie's father, the Marquess of Queensberry, delivered a
note to the Albemarle Club addressed to "Oscar Wilde posing as sodomite." With
Bosie's encouragement, Wilde sued the Marquess for libel. He not only lost but he was
tried twice for "gross indecency" and sent to prison with two years' hard labor. With this
publication of the uncensored trial transcripts, readers can for the first time in more than
a century hear Wilde at his most articulate and brilliant. The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde
documents an alarmingly swift fall from grace; it is also a supremely moving testament
to the right to live, work, and love as one's heart dictates.
Suitable for younger learners Word count 6,300
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! A man returns to the town where a baffling
murder took place 27 years earlier, determined to get to the bottom of the story. Just hours
after marrying the beautiful Angela Vicario, everyone agrees, Bayardo San Roman returned his
bride in disgrace to her parents. Her distraught family forced her to name her first lover; and
her twin brothers announced their intention to murder Santiago Nasar for dishonoring their
sister. Yet if everyone knew the murder was going to happen, why did no one intervene to stop
it? The more that is learned, the less is understood, and as the story races to its inexplicable
conclusion, an entire society--not just a pair of murderers—is put on trial. Gabriel García
Márquez was born in Colombia in 1927. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1982.
He is the author of many works of fiction and nonfiction, including One Hundred Years of
Solitude, Love In The Time Cholera, The Autumn Of The Patriarch, The General In His
Labyrinth, and News Of A Kidnapping. He died in 2014.
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Rome, 63BC. Offered up by her parents at the age of six to become a Vestal Virgin, one of six
hand-picked women who symbolically protected the Roman Republic, Aemilia has spent her
entire adult life in the all-female, strictly-guarded Temple of Vesta. But temptation has led her
to commit a mortal sin, and she is sentenced to death as Virgins must die, buried alive in a
pitch-black tomb. As the end draws near, Aemilia looks back over her claustrophobic, restricted
life: the intense friendships she formed; the implacable enemies she made; and, finally, the
passionate but forbidden romance which caused her downfall - and yet may be her only hope.
A tantalising glimpse into a little-known, forbidden world, THE VIRGIN'S TALE is the moving,
erotic and highly-charged story of a woman who dared to risk everything for love.
Paul realises he will never be able to marry Maria if he remains poor. When he wins the story
competition, he believes his problems are over. Can he marry Maria now?
Supercomputerman is very intelligent, but he has a problem. 'I understand many things in the
world. Mathematics is very easy. Chemistry and Physics are no problem for me. But there is
one thing I don't understand. What is it? You, people.' Why can't Supercomputerman
understand people?
Seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 2,0,
University of Rostock, language: English, abstract: Short stories dealing with gothic elements
like ghost appearances in a spooky atmosphere are common for the Victorian Era. Some ghost
stories entertain the reader in a surreal and scary, yet funny way. An example may be the story
“The Canterville Ghost” by Oscar Wilde (Wilde 1963). As in the short story “The Haunted and
the Haunters” by Edward Bulwer-Lytton (Bulwer-Lytton 1963), ghosts also constitute horror
elements used to scare the reader. Hence, ghosts and their intentions differ substantially in
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literature varying from horror and humour to morality. Charles Dickens is a widely read author
of the nineteenth century and well known for his descriptive and gothic influenced way of
writing (Mulvey-Roberts 1998). This paper concerns the question: What are the ghost’s
intentions in Charles Dickens’ short stories “The Signalman” and “The Trial for Murder”? To
answer this question, the analysis begins by taking a closer look at the short story “The
Signalman” which appeared as a chapter of Mugby Junction, an extra Christmas number of
Dickens’ weekly journal All the Year Round in 1866 (Dickens 1997). Afterwards, the short
story “The Trial for Murder” is analysed. This story appeared as a chapter of Dr Marigold’s
Prescriptions, an extra Christmas number of Dickens’ weekly journal in 1865 (ibid.). Then the
short stories are compared with regard to the ghost’s intentions and how they achieve their
aims are comparted as the purposes of ghosts in literature are numerous.
Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle school's track team, gifted runner Ghost
finds his goal challenged by a tragic past with a violent father.
"Please, speak softly, we might be overheard," Two college friends run into each other in Paris
and one tells the other of a mysterious woman he’s been seeing. She sets appointments to
meet him and doesn’t show up, and she asks him not to write her at her home address but
gives him an alias name and address instead. As the tension builds, the friends start to
suspect that maybe the real mystery is that there isn’t a mystery at all. The Sphinx Without a
Secret suggests that the thrill of the chase will always end in disappointment when it comes to
love, because sooner or later the chase must end. With charm and a great understanding of
the human condition, Oscar Wilde more than succeeds with this suspenseful Sherlock Holmeslike mystery. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright, novelist, essayist, and poet,
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famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’ and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a
couple. He was believed to be a homosexual and met a lot of resistance in his life on that
account. He died in Paris at the age of 46.
"One icy winter's evening in Budapest, a man runs straight into John Taylor as he walks home
through the narrow streets. John falls over into the snow and looks up at the man's face. 'I felt
very afraid. Because what I saw was me. My face looking down at me. My mouth saying sorry.'
Who is the man, and how will John's life change?

Playwright, poet, essayist, flamboyant man-about-town, Oscar Wilde pack an
astonishing amount of work, genius, and controversy into two short decades, producing
masterworks in every literary genre. This selection includes almost all of his short
stories, including "The Canterville Ghost," "The Fisherman and his Soul," and "The
Remarkable Rocket." Alongside THE MODEL MILLIONAIRE, Harper Perennial will
publish the short fiction of Fyodor Dostoevsky, Herman Melville, Willa Cather, Leo
Tolstoy, and Stephen Crane to be packaged in a beautifully designed, boldly colorful
boxset in the aim to attract contemporary fans of short fiction to these revered masters
of the form. Also, in each of these selections will appear a story from one of the new
collections being published in the "Summer of the Short Story." A story from Simon Van
Booy's forthcoming collection, LOVE BEGINS IN WINTER, will be printed at the back of
this volume.
Presents eleven of the English writer's works including the title story featuring a three
hundred-year-old ghost who fails to intimidate the newest occupants of his manor
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house.
A young man is in love. He needs one red rose to win the heart of the woman he loves.
But it is winter and there are no roses anywhere. A kind nightingale hears the man’s
cries and decides to help him. How will the nightingale find a red rose in the middle of
winter?
The Canterville Ghost and Other Stories Table Of Contents LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S
CRIME THE CANTERVILLE GHOST THE SPHINX WITHOUT A SECRET THE
MODEL MILLIONAIRE THE PORTRAIT OF MR. W. H.
"The Canterville Ghost" is a humorous short story by Oscar Wilde. It was the first of
Wilde's stories to be published, appearing in two parts in The Court and Society
Review, 23 February and 2 March 1887. The story is about an American family who
move to a castle haunted by the ghost of a dead English nobleman, who killed his wife
and was then walled in and starved to death by his wife's brothers. It has been adapted
for the stage and screen several times.OSCAR WILDE OTHERS WORK
INCLUDERavenna (1878)Poems (1881)The Happy Prince and Other Stories (1888,
fairy stories)Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and Other Stories (1891, stories)A House of
Pomegranates (1891, fairy stories)Intentions (1891, essays and dialogues on
aesthetics)The Picture of Dorian Gray (first published in Lippincott's Monthly Magazine
July 1890, in book form in 1891; novel)The Soul of Man under Socialism (1891, political
essay)Lady Windermere's Fan (1892, play)A Woman of No Importance (1893, play)The
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Sphinx (1894, poem)An Ideal Husband (performed 1895, published 1898; play)The
Importance of Being Earnest (performed 1895, published 1899; play)De Profundis
(written 1897, published variously 1905, 1908, 1949, 1962; epistle)The Ballad of
Reading Gaol (1898, poem)
A modern, action-packed detective story. Salahadin El Nur is an inspector in the
Antiquities Department of the Egyptian police. The death of a visiting European
archaeologist leads Salahadin to investigate the whereabouts of a priceless statuette.
He is soon on the trail of a gang of international smugglers.
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